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Step 1

Step 4

Step 3

Attach the hoses to the ReVIERA3 main unit.

Mount the ReVIERA3 main unit on a flat surface near a wall

Installing the Gas Regulator and Gas tubes.

Regulator Knob

Spanner

white washer vanilla/beige washer

Main UnitEasy Installation Guide

Parts needed for installation

How to Install

Main Unit A set : Connecting Parts B set : Shower Hose and 
Shower Head

C set : Main Unit Wall Fixings Regulator and Spanner Gas Tank

Sepparate your shower head from your shower hose
※Please keep your own shower head, you will needed
again if you cancel your subscription.

Insert washers into the shower hose from step 
① and connect it to the main unit.  
You can choose either side

Connect the ReVIERA³ Special Shower Head
to the shower hose.

Insert washer/s to the shower hose that
is connected to the faucet, and connect
it to the main unit.

Top

Bottom

DO NOT INSTALL THE REGULATOR 
UPSIDE DOWN
DO NOT HANG THE MAIN UNIT 

CAUTION

① ②　 ④

⑤ ⑥ ⑧⑦

⑪

③

⑨ ⑩ ⑫

⑬ ⑭

※steps ⑤ to ⑧  are not necessary when fixing the main
 unit suction cups, however always place the main unit 
on a flat surface and never hang the device. 

Slide the wall fixing parts from
underneath the main unit and 
install them

Insert the white nylon washer into 
the hexagonal valve of the regulator.

Insert the white vanilla/beige washer into 
the hexagonal valve of the regulator.

Insert the mouth of the regulator to the
gas tanks valve and fasten it with your hands

Fasten the regulator̀ s locking nut
with the included spanner 

Insert the CO2 gas tube’s black 
adapter plug into the main unit. 

Plug the CO2 gas tube into the regulator.

※Becareful not to insert it too hard which will make
it hard to pull the gas tube.

Remove the adhesive tape’s release
liner.

Place the unit on the floor and slide it slowly
towards the wall, keeping in contact with the floor, 
and press the adhesive 
side against the wall to 
fix it in place.

Insert the wall fixing cover into the groove 
of the wall fixing parts.

If you are using our mist gun, please follow the 
steps on the other page.

Always put it on a flat surface. Please note that the damage caused 
by the unit falling from hanging the unit may incur a damage fee.

CO2 gas tube 
16ft 4.85 inch

2 Gas Regulator
Washers

4 Water Washers Shower Hose 
Adapter

No Longer Included

water washers
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Trigger
Spraying lever 

(trigger)

①
Connect the extension hose 
to the mist gun.

②
Insert the tube that is connected to 
the ReVIERA³ unit into the two-way 
socket.

③
Insert ② into the pressure 
regulator.

④
Connect the lotion cup to the 
mist gun.

①
Set the pressure regulator to 
"OPEN" and fill the lotion cup 
halfway with water.

②
Cover the tip with a towel, etc., and pull 
the spraying lever to allow the carbon 
dioxide to flow back. （Repeat 2 to 3 
seconds three times. ）

③
Discard the remaining water in 
the lotion cup, and fill the lotion 
cup again about halfway.

④
Pull the spraying lever and 
spray air until no water comes 
out.


